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Abstract
Multilevel Regression and Poststratification (MRP) has emerged as a widely-used technique for estimating subnational preferences from national polls. This technique, however, has
a key limitation—existing MRP technology is best utilized for creating static as opposed to
dynamic measures of opinion. We develop an approach for implementing a “dynamic MRP”,
doing so in the context of changing public support for same-sex marriage. Using a large dataset
of survey respondents, we estimate (in a single model) an annual measure of support for samesex marriage for each state from 1993 through 2004. To evaluate our estimates we examine
their face validity and compare them to estimates produced using the standard MRP approach
as well as to the estimates produced by actual state-level polls. We also consider the conditions
under which dynamic MRP seems to produce more accurate estimates.
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Introduction
Since its emergence in the 1930s, scientific polling has grown into a large industry, fueled

by an insatiable demand for information about the American public. Political scientists now have
extensive polling on important policy issues as well as nearly-continuous polling on presidential
approval and, during campaign season, we are inundated with trial-heat polls. The Roper Center
for Public Opinion Research reports that its archive of opinion surveys has grown to over 18,000
datasets and continues to grow by hundreds more each year. Put simply, researchers are now awash
in survey data.
While surveys provide researchers with invaluable data about the public’s views, preferences, and beliefs, these data are not without limitations. Key among them, is that most polls
are conducted by national survey organizations and are only designed to measure opinion at the
national level (e.g., 34% of Americans have a favorable opinion of the Affordable Care Act, 53%
support same-sex marriage, and so forth). Many important policies, however, are decided by state
governments. For that matter, opinions on contentious national issues are themselves typically
translated into national policy based on their potential impact on individual congressional or senatorial races or on the electoral college—i.e., “all politics is local.” For these reasons summaries of
national opinion provide only limited guidance to most lawmakers. They are also of limited value
for those social scientists who want to study the ways in which public opinion varies across the
geography of American federalism or those who wish to investigate issues of representation and
policy responsiveness.
Relying on subnational surveys is not often a reasonable solution. Despite a rich tradition of state-level polling, finding comparable polls across states is nearly impossible. Similar
questions are rarely asked in surveys across all or even most states and when they are, differences in timing, question wording, survey techniques, and response categories make comparisons
difficult. An alternative and more practical approach is to use national survey data to simulate
subnational opinion. Recently, scholars have revived—or more accurately, reinvented—simulation
techniques. The first to truly catch on as a widespread tool, is multilevel regression and post1

stratification (MRP). MRP was developed by Gelman and Little (1997) and extended by Park,
Gelman, and Bafumi (2004, 2006), Lax and Phillips (2009a), Pacheco (2011), Warshaw and Rodden (2012), and Kastellec, et al. (2015). It uses individual survey responses from national surveys
coupled with advances in Bayesian statistics and multilevel modeling to generate opinion estimates
by demographic-geographic subgroups, or “types”. The opinion estimates for each demographicgeographic respondent type are then weighted (poststratified) by the percentages of each type in the
actual population of each subnational unit of interest. Several research teams have already evaluated and validated MRP (Park, Gelman and Bafumi 2006, Lax and Phillips 2009a, 2013, Warshaw
and Rodden 2012, Buttice and Highton 2013). This work suggests that MRP can produce accurate estimates using fairly simple demographic-geographic models of survey response and small
amounts of survey data.
However, challenges remain. In particular, the method is not currently well suited for exploring temporal changes in opinion. Existing MRP technology is best utilized for creating static
measures of preferences—that is, using national surveys conducted during time t (with t representing a year or set of years) to create a single opinion estimate for each geographic unit. Though such
static measures have already proven invaluable, they do not go far enough. Policymakers, the media, and scholars want to understand how and why public opinion is changing. Researchers, across
a range of disciplines, need dynamic measures of the public’s preferences in order to better establish causal links between public opinion and outcomes. Political scientists, for example, may want
to see whether public policy changes in response to shifting public preferences, while psychologists may want to investigate whether the mental health of lesbian, gay, and bisexual populations
improve in places where public where tolerance for homosexuality is rising.
While a few scholars have employed MRP to study opinion change, they have typically
created over-time measures of opinion by running separate MRPs on polls from different years or
on year subsets and then stringing them together into a time series (see Gelman, Lax and Phillips
2010; Pachecho 2011; Kastellec 2016). Doing so, however, fails to make use of all the available
data and employs arbitrary assumptions as to how much change occurs over time. In this paper, we
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advance MRP such that it can be used to create dynamic measures of public opinion. Advancing
MRP in this fashion is not straightforward. To create dynamic measures, it is likely that MRP
will need to allow demographic and geographic effects to vary by year; that is, it must allow for
models of much higher complexity wherein key predictors are interacted with time. In essence,
we aim to transform MRP so that it partially pools survey data not just across space both also over
time. Advancing MRP in this fashion will enable researchers to utilize decades of accumulated
survey data to create time-varying measures of public opinion across a variety of subnational units
and to potentially generate more accurate estimates of public opinion at any given point in time—
by incorporating time trends, researchers will be adding information that should result in more
accurate estimates than are currently generated using static MRP.
We explore the potential of “dynamic MRP” in the context of changing public support
for same-sex marriage. We have assembled a large dataset consisting of all of the respondents
to publicly available opinion surveys conducted from 1993 through 2014 that directly ask about
support for same-sex marriage. Our dataset consists of 81,127 respondents from 68 separate polls.
Using these data we generate, in a single model, an estimate of support for same-sex marriage for
each state in each year. This means that we produce 1,100 separate estimates of state opinion.
The models that we develop are estimated in Rstanarm, a fully Bayesian approach that allows
for the use more complicated models than lme4, the package that has traditionaly been used to
estimate MRP models. In addition to allowing for added complexity, Rstanarm directly estimates
uncertainty as a result of the sampling process, which is important not only for obvious reasons of
understanding the limits of our estimates but incorporation of such uncertainty into further analysis
(see Kastellec, et al. 2015 as example).
Here we consider a variety of alternative specifications of our dynamic model. To evaluate our estimates we examine their face validity, compare them to estimates produced using the
standard MRP approach, and compare them to the results of actual state-level polls. In doing so,
we investigate the conditions under which dynamic MRP produces more accurate estimates. We
vary model complexity, the extent and details of temporal dynamics (do all parameters or only
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some vary over time?), the amount of data used to estimate models so as to resemble common
real-world data limits, etc.
Ultimately, we succeed in implementing an approach to dynamic MRP (or “MRT”). Our
approach produces reasonable estimates of state level support for same-sex marriage. These estimates have face validity and are highly correlated with the results of actual state level polls. We
find that with lots of data, even simply MRT model produce accurate estimates of public opinion. As the amount of survey declines however, it becomes increasingly important to include time
smoothers in the models. We also find that MRT produces results that are highly correlated with
those generated by MRP models, but that MRT does better when it comes to estimating over time
opinion in smaller states.

2

Overview of Multilevel Repression and Poststratification
The simulation of subnational public opinion traces back nearly fifty years (Pool, Abelson,

and Popkin 1965). Opinion estimates are created for various geographic units according to the
demographic distribution of the population within each. The primary flaw in the older versions of
this technique is that respondents were generally modeled as differing in their demographic but not
their geographic characteristics, so the prediction for any demographic type was unvaried across
the subnational unit of interest (Erikson, Wright, and McIver 1993). In other words, using this
method, the opinion of white citizens in New England in 1965 regarding civil rights issues could
be thought the same as those held by white citizens in the South. Simulated opinion estimates
ignoring geographic variation have been shown inferior in less controversial contexts as well. This
tool failed to be widely adopted.
Recently, Park, Gelman, and Bafumi (2006) resuscitated the simulation approach, drawing
on pioneering work in poststratification by Rod Little (1991,1993) and small-area estimation by
Bob Fay (1979). Unlike early simulation approaches, this reincarnation, which is referred to as
multilevel regression and poststratification (MRP), takes geography into account. It is also much
more sophisticated than earlier simulation techniques in terms of the way it models individual
survey responses and demographic variation.
4

MRP proceeds in two stages. In the first, a multilevel model of individual survey response
is estimated. Instead of relying solely on demographic differences like older incarnations of the
method, the geographic location of the respondents is used to estimate geographic effects, which
themselves can be modeled using additional predictors such as aggregate demographics of the geographic area. Those residents from a particular area yield information as to how much predictions
within that area vary from others after controlling for demographics. All individuals in the survey,
no matter their location, yield information about demographic patterns which can be applied to all
geographic estimates. These demographic-geographic predictors can interact, as well.
To be specific, MRP uses Bayesian statistics and multilevel modeling (Gelman and Little
1997; Park, Gelman, and Bafumi 2006) to improve upon the estimation of the effects of individual
and geographic predictors. For data with hierarchical structure (e.g., individuals within states or
congressional districts), multilevel modeling is generally an improvement over classical regression.
Rather than using “fixed” (“unmodeled”) effects, MRP uses “random” (“modeled”) effects, for
some predictors. These modeled effects (e.g., state or district effects) are related to each other by
their grouping structure and thus are partially pooled towards the group mean, with greater pooling
when group-level variance is small and for less-populated groups (this is equivalent to assuming
errors are correlated within a grouping structure (Gelman and Hill 2007, 244-65)). The degree of
pooling within the grouping emerges from the data endogenously. They can be modeled not only
in terms of this “shrinkage” (the assumption that they are drawn from some common distribution)
but also by including group-level predictors.
The second step is poststratification: the estimates for each demographic-geographic respondent type are weighted (poststratified) by the percentages of each type in actual populations
of the relevant geography, so that we can estimate the percentage of respondents within each who
have a particular issue position or preference. Poststratification is done using state or congressional
district population frequencies obtained from either the Public Use Micro Data Samples supplied
by the Census Bureau (and available going back to early 20th century) or similar data. Compared
to previous simulation methods and classical methods, multilevel modeling now makes possible
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the use of many more respondent types. This too greatly improves accuracy.
Importantly, poststratification corrects for differences between survey samples and the actual population. National surveys, while representative at the national level, are often flawed in
terms of representativeness or geographic coverage at the state or congressional district level, due
to clustering and other survey techniques utilized by polling firms (Norrander 2007, 154). Indeed,
with the increasing popularity of internet survey techniques and cell phones, it is becoming increasingly difficult to even find data with a random sample of the national population, let alone random
samples of subsets of interest such as demographic slices or residents of particular states. MRP addresses these concerns. Moreover, it can be difficult to combine different surveys using traditional
methods, if they use different question wording, sampling techniques, demographic questions, etc.
MRP, on the other hand, can bridge surveys by modeling and accounting for such differences.
The value of using MRP to estimate subnational public opinion has been confirmed in several articles that have appeared in top peer-reviewed journals. Importantly, these articles have been
authored by separate research teams. Park, Gelman, and Bafumi (2006) compare MRP estimates of
opinion to those of alternative techniques that also model individual survey responses. They show
that MRP substantially outperforms the older style simulation approaches as well as simulation
approaches that do not partially pool information across respondents. Lax and Phillips (2009a)
show that MRP notably outperforms its main competitor (disaggregation), yielding smaller errors,
higher correlations, and more reliable estimates. They also establish the face and external validity
of MRP estimates by comparing them to actual state polls and election results, demonstrating that a
single national poll (approximately 1,400) and a very simple demographic-geographic model can,
in some contexts, suffice for MRP to produce highly accurate state-level opinion estimates. In a
parallel analysis, Warshaw and Rodden (2012) demonstrate that MRP can produce accurate estimates of opinion by congressional districts (using sample sizes of just 2,500 survey respondents)
and state senate districts (with a sample of 5,000). Most recently, scholars have worked to provide
sets of guidelines and cautions to MRP users ( Buttice and Highton 2013; Lax and Phillips 2013;
Toshkov 2015).
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Collectively, these efforts demonstrate that MRP can produce accurate estimates of public
opinion across a variety of subnational units using fairly simple models of survey preferences and
modest sample sizes. Relatively small national samples can be used to produce accurate measures
of subnational opinion because the multilevel models used in MRP borrow strength by partially
pooling respondent types across space (i.e., the subnational units of interest) to an extent determined (endogenously) by the data. As a result, MRP is “emerging as a widely used gold standard
for estimating preferences from national surveys” (Selb and Munzert 2011, 456). Indeed, research
employing MRP has already appeared in the top political science journals, and MRP has been employed to study to myriad substantive questions, including the responsiveness of state governments
(Lax and Phillips 2009b, 2012), state supreme court abortion decisions (Caldarone, Canes-Wrone,
and Clark 2009), roll call voting in Congress (Kastellec, Lax, and Phillips 2010, Kastellec et al.
2015; Krimmel, Lax, ad Phillips 2016), and the diffusion of public policy (Pacheco 2012). This
substantive work has also further developed the method, devising techniques for postratifiying by
non-census variables and for estimating uncertainty around MRP estimates and then incorporating
this uncertainty into subsequent empirical analyses (Kastellec et al. 2015).

3

Developing a Dynamic MRP
While the methodological and substantive potential of MRP has clearly been established,

more work needs to be done before the full potential of national surveys can be unlocked. In
particular, existing MRP technology seems to be best utilized for creating static measures of
preferences—that is, using national surveys conducted during time t (with t representing a year
or set of years) to create a single opinion estimate for each geographic unit of interest. We do
know that there are better and worse ways to do MRP (Lax and Phillips 2013). For example, for
the most typical use of creating state estimates from national data, it is important to include a statelevel variable such as presidential vote or ideology to help smooth across states and enable a proper
degree of pooling across states. But how do we explore time trends and combine data across years
instead of geographic divisions?
One simple way is just to do MRP for each year, standing alone, to create a state estimate for
7

each year possible. This doesn’t make use of the “secret sauce” of MRP for the state problem—
whereby partial pooling enables large efficiency gains. So we want to allow for some type of
pooling of information over time...but combining data across years raises many concerns. How do
we help MRP capture trends across time? How do we enable the “right” degree of pooling across
time, without over smoothing and hiding opinion change or opinion differences across states?
How do we avoid chasing noise in the guise of opinion swings? Do we just need an over-time state
smoother such as presidential vote? Should we model time trends more explicitly? How do we
know if we are discovered trends or creating them through modeling?
Some researchers have developed various “patches” for these problems, but these do not
necessarily deal with said problems and, perhaps worse, we cannot tell if they do so. For example,
consider the creation of over-time measures of opinion by running separate MRPs on polls from
different years or on year subsets and then stringing them together into a time series (see Gelman,
Lax and Phillips 2010; Pachecho 2011). Doing so, however, fails to make use of all the available
data and employs arbitrary assumptions as to how much change occurs over time. Pooling is
complete within subset and barred completely across subsets. At least subsetting does some, if
oddly constructed, degree of pooling. The most careful of this type of work so far is Pachecho
(2011), which created yearly estimates of state-level voter ideology (from 1977 through 2007) by
pooling surveys over three or five year time-periods. So, to get an estimate of opinion in year t
she estimates an MRP using responses from polls conducted in years t -1, t, and t + 1. Doing so
assumes away potential short-term changes in opinion. It also means (according to our back-ofthe-envelope calculations) that for each year’s opinion estimate, 90% of the survey data—just over
292,000 responses—are ignored so that we learn nothing about pooling parameters, etc., from
them. This suggests there are gains to be made. We believe that MRP can be improved so that
researchers do not need to make these unpalatable decisions.
In particular, we suspect that by incorporating much more data (than static MRP) we should
be able to improve opinion estimation for any given year. But we need to know how to model time
and opinion change in a flexible-enough way that still yields the desired efficiency gains, without
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obscuring time trends or creating spurious ones. We need to compare different methods of so
doing. For example, Pacheco (2011) presented evidence that three-year windows beat five-year
windows for partisanship and ideology data. We seek general evidence across a wider array of
possibilities for doing MRP over Time...or MRT.
The models that we employ here are estimated using an R package called RStanarm. RStanarm is a full Bayesian counterpart to lme4 (a more approximate but simpler method, the usual
way to implement multilevel model estimation for the purposes of MRP).1 One advantage of this
Stan approach is that uncertainty around estimates is directly output as part of the estimation process rather than requiring a type of post-estimation bootstrapping from model parameters (as done
in the previous MRP paper incorporating uncertainty, see Kastellec et al 2015). More importantly
perhaps, it is a fully Bayesian approach incorporating uncertainty (including uncertainty in the
hierarchical variance parameters of the models). While this makes for negligible differences for
simple multi-level models and normal MRP, the increased complexity of MRT warrants allowing
for as many sources of uncertainty as possible. At this point in time, Stan estimation is feasible for
these purposes.2
1

It encapsulates several popular model classes, such as linear mixed effect models (estimated using stan-lmer) and
generalized linear mixed models (estimated using stan-glmer). These functions accept lme4 model formula syntax
but ultimately use Stan to do Bayesian inference on the models. Specifically, Stan uses a flavor of Hamiltonian
Monte Carlo, a Markov Chain Monte Carlo algorithm, called the No-U-Turn-Sampler, which adaptively tunes the
hyperparameters required by HMC. HMC is powerful because it takes the geometry of the posterior distribution
into account when generating proposals for the next step in a Markov Chain. In doing so, the sampler can take
sequential steps that are far apart, yielding draws from the posterior that are near independent. This differs from the
maximum marginal likelihood (MML) algorithm that undergirds lme4 in several ways. When viewed through the lens
of Bayesian inference, lme4 generates maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimates for random effects and hierarchical
variance parameters with uniform priors on the half interval (0, Inf). Gelman 2006 writes that this leads the model to
overstate the expectation of true variance, which can lead to less-than-optimal shrinkage of random intercepts towards
the common mean. Additionally, MML cannot be applied to generalized mixed models in closed form and thus is
estimating a normal approximation to the posterior (a Laplace approximation). To summarize, MML’s point estimates
for hierarchical variance parameters are positively biased, but MML understates posterior uncertainty because it uses
a normal approximation to the posterior. Stan doesn’t suffer from any of these shortcomings. We can put proper priors
on hierarchical variance parameters and then generate random draws from the true posterior. We can diagnose when
the sampler encounters problems, but MML cannot offer any theoretical tools to assess the statistical validity of its
estimates aside from the convergence of its log-likelihood function.
2
Stan is flexible, so it allows you to add terms to your model and estimate the thing in the same framework (i.e.
run Stan, extract samples, take means, variances and quantiles, etc), rather than requiring you to change packages and
figure out how to shoehorn your model into another estimation procedure.
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3.1

Models Estimated
In order to demonstrate the robustness of MRT and to make recommendations about the

sorts of specifications that researchers should utilize, we estimate 18 models of varying complexity.
Table 1 notes all of the variables that we employ, though the specific variables utilized differs across
models.
Table 1: Variables Used in Dynamic MRP Models
Variable
favor
oppose
year std
year sq std
state
age
edu
sex race
year
Ideology

Description
Number of respondents favoring gay marriage in cell i
Number of respondents opposing gay marriage in cell i
Year running from 1993 to 2015, standardized
Square of year, running from 1993 to 2015, standardized
Categorical state variable, 50 levels, unordered
Categorical age variable, 4 levels
Categorical education variable, 4 levels
Categorical sex and race variable, 8 levels
Categorical year variable, 19 levels
Measure of state-level ideology from Erikson, Wright and McIver (1993)

We begin with a baseline/simple model of demographic smoothing which we label as {D}.
This model includes all of our demographic predictors plus state and year random effects. This
statistical model can be written as:
∼ BinomialLogit(Ni , αi )
nfavor
i
αi = µ + βage[i] + βedu[i] + βsex race[i] + βstate[i] + βyear[i]

All subsequent models add complexity to the baseline specification in some way. Specifically, the additional models add one or more of the following:
• S: state-level smoother, helping to model state random effect intercept shifts, in this case
state-level Ideology
• St : state level smoother, allowed the coeffiecient on ideology to vary by year
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• T : a continuous time smoothing variable to help model year intercept shifts, composed of
year and year squared
• Ts : time smoothing, the coefficients on year and year squared are allowed to vary by state,
so that trends can vary by state
• Dt : demographic coefficients (such as coefficients on age category) vary by time
Every model will have demographic smoothing, and given that these are MRT models each
will have some form of time smoothing. That leaves the set of all models as:
D ⋃ s ∣ s ∈ P(S), , , S ∶ S, , S, , St , , T, , T, , Ts , , Dt

For a more complete explication of all 18 models see the Appendix. In addition to these,
we also estimate MRP models that reflect the more “patchy” approaches that scholars have used to
generate time varying estimates of preferences (the basic MRP model we estimate here includes the
age, education, and sex race demographic predictors, a state random effect, and uses stat ideology
as a state level smoother). The first of these is to run a separate MRP model for each year using
only survey data from that year (this labeled as MRP-t), the second is to estimate an MRP using a
rolling window 3-year window of data (this is labeled as MRP-3t-S), the third is to again estimate
an MRP model on a 3 year window of data but this time without included the a state level smoother
(this is labeled as MRP-3t and replicates the approach of Pacheco 2011).
The saturated MRT model, with all variable sub-types included is akin to running a separate MRP model for each year but with the expected benefits of borrowing strength across years,
pooling coefficients over time (e.g., age coefficients get pooled over time, etc.). A less than fully
saturate MRT approach constrains some things to not vary as they would be allowed to if we ran
fully separate models by year. This might be useful if we are asking too much of the data, risking adding more noise than signal from the response model complexity. Or it might be useful for
computational reasons, if we wish to keep the modeling simpler for time concerns or ease of presentation. Then the question is when a simpler model suffices, not only whether the more complex
11

model is strictly better or worse. MRT models without an explicit time element do partially pool
over time, but do not take advantage of the actual time series structure (that is, all years are pooled
together without any assumption that years closer in time are related to each other).
When we do MRP and have data for most or nearly all years, and then compare to measures
of truth in those years, we are not pooling over time. But, when we soon turn to more sparse data
situations, and we need to make a prediction relative to an actual state poll for a year in which we
do not have an actual MRP result, we do linearly interpolate between estimates, which is a form of
smoothing over time itself.

3.2

Our Data
We estimate our dynamic models of MRP using a large database of survey respondents.

The database includes respondents from all national publicly available polls from 1993 through
2014 that directly asked about support for same-sex marriage.3 Respondents were excluded if we
do not have data about their demographic characteristics or geographic location (not all polls report
respondents state of residence). We located polls using iPoll which is housed at the Roper Center
for Public Opinion Research. For each respondent, we code race, age, gender, level of education,
and state of residence. In total our dataset includes a total of 81,127 useable respondents from 68
unique polls. Our initial efforts maintain all data, to be trimmed with simulated smaller samples
later.
We have also collected the results of 347 state-level polls that ask about support for same
sex marriage. These polls were conducted during our time period of interest and were found using
news archives and interest group websites. While such surveys are conducted unevenly across
states, they serve as benchmarks to which we can compare and evaluate our MRT estimates (of
course, surveys themselves are imperfect estimates of preferences).
3

Polls that ask about support for both same-sex marriage and civil unions are excluded as well as those that ask
about support for a constitutional amendment banning same-sex marriage.
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3.3

Results
We compare the estimates of state-level opinion generated by each of our MRT and MRP

models to corresponding state polls at the relevant point in time, computing the root mean squared
error between them. At this point, we treat models for which the RMSE is smaller as being more
accurate.
Figure 1 presents the RMSE of the median state-year opinion estimate for each model, considering the results for all states and then separately for the largest 10 states (in terms of population
size) and the smallest 10 states. The right hand legend shows the number of state polls that are
being used to capture “true” state opinion for the state sample in question. Importantly, the MRT
models all seem to perform reasonably well with very small differences in RMSE across model
specifications or across state size. Even the MRP methods do fine for large or all states, though
they do notably worse than a full MRT approach when it comes to producing measures of support
for same-sex marriage among the smallest states.
Figure 2 looks at similar patterns but this time we use fewer polls to estimate our MRT
and MRP models. We do this to in an attempt to simulate “real world” data limitations—rarely do
researchers have such a wealth of survey data as do those focused on same-sex marriage opinion.
To simulate more restrictive data environments, we estimate our models using every second poll,
every fourth poll, and every eighth poll, after the first. Here we present RMSE resulting from
models that only use every fourth poll (this means we have approximately 20,000 survey respondents spread out over our time period of interest). We now see greater separation among MRT
approaches. First, the MRT models that do well are those that use a time smoother (T ). Models
that include only demographic predictors, state random effects, and year random effects do not
perform well (even if the coefficients on these are allowed to vary by year). Such models perform
particularly poorly among small states.
Second, the MRP models for “every fourth” perform similarly to the MRT models that
utilize a time smoother. This is not that surprising since the MRP models have sufficient data to
perform well, by basic MRP benchmark standards. The gains from borrowing strength in MRT
13

across years of data is small enought to be ignored perhaps. Once we move to “every eighth” poll
then we do see that MRP approaches are clearly worse for small states, as shown in Figure 3. In
other words, there are gains to be had by partial pooling over time, which can improve estimation,
similar to how MRP’s partial pooling over states improves estimation.
Figure 4 and Figure 5 reorder these results to enable a closer look at how having fewer
polls affects MRT. These figures compare RMSEs within a modeling approach using every poll,
every second poll, every fourth poll, and every eighth poll. Figure 4 shows data for all states
and Figure 5 for only the smallest ten states. The dangers of having fewer polls are particularly
bad for those approaches that omit any direct time modeling in the form of the T component.
In this sense, having much more poll data and modeling time are substitutes when it comes to
accurate estimation. This is particular clear for smaller states. The same problem occurs in doing
MRP without any pooling of data across years to gather sufficient data (MRP t as compared to the
MRP 3t models).
Since it seems clear that some version of this MRT process can work well enough, and
we see hints above of how to best do MRT, we move to direct recommendations for better MRT
practices. The first question is how to best set up the MRT model. How should “time” come into
the model and what should be time-varying? And, should we do MRP or MRT in the situations we
study?
We start by noting that standard advice for MRP to include a state-level substantive variable
to help determine the proper degree of pooling in a state might not be necessary in the MRT context,
if one has enough data. Indeed, even using one eighth of the polls we have, we have over 10,000
respondents (at that level, even disaggregation can suffice for producing very good estimates, as
shown in Lax and Phillips 2009)
Is S needed? We again compare our estimates to actual state polls, looking at the RMSE
difference for including ideology in the model. If one has sufficient samples by state, as we do
even when using a subset of our data such as every eighth poll, then the state-level variable (adding
an S term, in our parlance) contributes little. Here, we find the value of adding an S term to be
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negligibly small when it comes to comparisons to actual state polls. The RMSE changes on the
order of one-tenth of a percentage point, no matter what the other features of the MRT model are.
That said, since this is standard in MRP, it would seem appropriate to leave such a term in.
The deeper question is whether to allow the slope with respect to this S variable to vary
over time, or instead assume a constant slope over time. This too matters little for the RMSE to
state polls, even for our every 8 polls, smallest states sample. Thus, one might as well omit this
complication. (Later, more complicated simulations of constructed data will explore this further.)
Next, when doing MRT, do we need to let the effects of the standard MRP demographic
variables change over time? If we simply run an MRP model for each year, then we are in effect
allowing these demographic coefficients to vary from model to model, so perhaps allowing variation within MRT is important. When doing so in MRT, as compared to separate MRPs, we get the
gains of pooling these demographic coefficients over time, borrowing strength. But does allowing
this variation improve RMSE to actual state polls? There are six different simpler models to which
one could add Dt, allowing demographic intercepts to be time-variant. It could matter what the
rest of the MRT model structure is, so that the value of the Dt term depends on which other terms
are included. That is not the case. When using all polls, the value (in smaller RMSE) of the Dt
term is nearly zero across the board. It remains a tenth of a percentage point or smaller even for the
every eighth poll analysis. We see no need to include this complication at this point. This finding
is parallel to that in previous MRP work showing that rather simple demographic structures suffice
(Lax and Phillips 2009, Lax and Phillips 2013).
Finally, even in the most basic MRT model, there are year random effects (varying intercepts). As noted above, MRT is like running an MRP for each year but allowing partial pooling.
But one can bring time in more explicitly, allowing for a time-smoother variable akin to the substantive state-smoother variable. Does adding our continuous time smoother help? (Recall this
means including year and squared year.) There are six models that could have T added. The
RMSE improvement for all data, all states is around a tenth of a percentage point across the board,
but as polls become more sparse, the RMSE improvement increases. For every fourth poll, for
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example, the reduction to RMSE is around 3.3 percentage points regardless of other model components. For every fourth poll, smallest states only, the benefits are roughly 4.5 percentage points
regardless of model components. We conclude that including a continuous smoothing measure of
time is important.
Does one benefit further from allowing the time slope to vary by state, adding the T s
term? In the all state comparisons, it often made RMSE worse, suggesting it just induced noise.
This was true regardless of other model components or state sample (all or small), suggesting this
complication be avoided. Future work could explore how much this is needed when state trends
vary more than they do in the gay marriage situation.
Finally, we present estimated support for same sex marriage over time for 12 states alongside the national average. These states (though not a random sample) contains a mix of large,
medium, and small population states as well as states from across the ideological spectrum. Figure 6 does so using what we would probably think of the simplest normal MRT model (labeled as
T DS above). This model employs the demographic predictors D, the time smoother T , and the
state smoother S. Figure 7 uses our most saturated model (labeled as T DSStT sDt above). This
model utilizes the D and S smoothers but allows their effects to vary by year. It also utilizes the T
smoother, but allows the effect to vary by state.
Both figures provide face validity for our estimates. The results (unsurprisingly) are consistent with what one would anticipate. Support for same-sex marriage rises over time, and does
so quite dramatically after 2005. The states that are most supporting of same-sex marriage in our
sample are those in the northeast (Massachusetts, New Hampshire, and New York), plus California. The states with the lowest levels of support are located in the south—Tennessee and Alabama.
As one can see, the estimates across states clearly move together, though the extent to which they
do depends somewhat upon the model. Obviously, the more saturated model builds in this type
of flexibility. Indeed, while both models produce very similar RMSEs (even with smallish sample
sizes and in small states), researchers may prefer the more saturated model because of this added
flexibility. Or, they may fear that this shows simply noise. Again, further work is needed.
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4

Further Questions/Next Steps
Whereas our previous attempts at handling MRT (not shown) ran into problems of clear

over-pooling over time, at this point we have demonstrated that MRT can successfully be implemented. We were able to generate (in a single model) annual opinion estimates for all 50 states
over a 22-year period. These estimates are comparable to estimates obtained through traditional
MRP or MRP using a three-year sliding window of survey data (similar to Pacheco 2011). The
estimates we produced using MRT are also strongly correlated to actual state-level polls. This is
especially true when variables are included to capture time trends. At this point, we feel that we
can say that MRT is advantageous over the alternatives approaches we consider when working
in environments with smaller amount of data—estimating opinion for small states or estimating
models with fewer survey respondents.
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Figure 1: RMSE Compared to State Polls
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Figure 2: RMSE Compared to State Polls, Using Every 4th Poll
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Figure 3: RMSE Compared to State Polls, Using Every 8th Poll
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Figure 4: RMSE Compared to State Polls: All States with Every kth Poll Used
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Figure 5: RMSE Compared to State Polls: Smallest 10 States with Every kth Poll Used
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Figure 6: Support for Same-Sex Marriage, using model TDS
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Figure 7: Support for Same-Sex Marriage, using model TDSStTsDt
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Ridiculously Long Bonus Appendix
5
5.1

MRT Models Estimated in Paper
{D}
Statistical model:

nfavor
∼ BinomialLogit(Ni , αi )
i
αi = µ + βage[i] + βedu[i] + βsex race[i] + βstate[i] + βyear[i]

lmer syntax:
cbind(favor, oppose) ˜
(1 | age) +
(1 | edu) +
(1 | sex_race) +
(1 | state) +
(1 | year)

Ridiculously Long Bonus Appendix (i)

5.2

{D, Dt }
Statistical model:

nfavor
∼ BinomialLogit(Ni , αi )
i
αi = µ + βage[i] + βedu[i] + βsex race[i] + βstate[i] + βyear[i]
+ βage[i],year[i] + βedu[i],year[i] + βsex race[i],year[i] + βstate[i],year[i]

lmer syntax:
cbind(favor, oppose) ˜
(1 | age) +
(1 | edu) +
(1 | sex_race) +
(1 | state) +
(1 | year) +
(1 | age:year) +
(1 | edu:year) +
(1 | sex_race:year) +
(1 | state:year)

Ridiculously Long Bonus Appendix (ii)

5.3

{D, S}
Statistical model:

nfavor
∼ BinomialLogit(Ni , αi )
i
αi = µ + δ ideology
+ βage[i] + βedu[i] + βsex race[i] + βstate[i] + βyear[i]

lmer syntax:
cbind(favor, oppose) ˜
ideology +
(1 | age) +
(1 | edu) +
(1 | sex_race) +
(1 | state) +
(1 | year)

Ridiculously Long Bonus Appendix (iii)

5.4

{D, S, Dt }
Statistical model:

nfavor
∼ BinomialLogit(Ni , αi )
i
αi = µ + δ ideology
+ βage[i] + βedu[i] + βsex race[i] + βstate[i] + βyear[i]
+ βage[i],year[i] + βedu[i],year[i] + βsex race[i],year[i] + βstate[i],year[i]

lmer syntax:
cbind(favor, oppose) ˜
ideology
(1 | age) +
(1 | edu) +
(1 | sex_race) +
(1 | state) +
(1 | year) +
(1 | age:year) +
(1 | edu:year) +
(1 | sex_race:year) +
(1 | state:year)

Ridiculously Long Bonus Appendix (iv)

5.5

{D, S, St }
Statistical model:

nfavor
∼ BinomialLogit(Ni , αi )
i
αi = µ + δyear[i] ideology
+ βage[i] + βedu[i] + βsex race[i] + βstate[i] + βyear[i]

lmer syntax:
cbind(favor, oppose) ˜
ideology
(1 + ideology | year) +
(1 | age) +
(1 | edu) +
(1 | sex_race) +
(1 | state)

Ridiculously Long Bonus Appendix (v)

5.6

{D, S, St , Dt }
Statistical model:

nfavor
∼ BinomialLogit(Ni , αi )
i
αi = µ + δyear[i] ideology
+ βage[i] + βedu[i] + βsex race[i] + βstate[i] + βyear[i]
+ βage[i],year[i] + βedu[i],year[i] + βsex race[i],year[i] + βstate[i],year[i]

lmer syntax:
cbind(favor, oppose) ˜
ideology
(1 + ideology | year) +
(1 | age) +
(1 | edu) +
(1 | sex_race) +
(1 | state) +
(1 | age:year) +
(1 | edu:year) +
(1 | sex_race:year) +
(1 | state:year)

Ridiculously Long Bonus Appendix (vi)

5.7

{T, D}
Statistical model:

nfavor
∼ BinomialLogit(Ni , αi )
i
αi = µ + γ1 year std + γ2 year sq std
+ βage[i] + βedu[i] + βsex race[i] + βstate[i] + βyear[i]

lmer syntax:
cbind(favor, oppose) ˜
year_std + year_sq_std +
(1 | age) +
(1 | edu) +
(1 | sex_race) +
(1 | state)
(1 | year)

Ridiculously Long Bonus Appendix (vii)

5.8

{T, D, Dt }
Statistical model:

nfavor
∼ BinomialLogit(Ni , αi )
i
αi = µ + γ1 year std + γ2 year sq std
+ βage[i] + βedu[i] + βsex race[i] + βstate[i] + βyear[i]
+ βage[i],year[i] + βedu[i],year[i] + βsex race[i],year[i] + βstate[i],year[i]

lmer syntax:
cbind(favor, oppose) ˜
year_std + year_sq_std +
(1 | age) +
(1 | edu) +
(1 | sex_race) +
(1 | state)
(1 | year)
(1 | age:year) +
(1 | edu:year) +
(1 | sex_race:year) +
(1 | state:year)
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5.9

{T, D, S}
Statistical model:

nfavor
∼ BinomialLogit(Ni , αi )
i
αi = µ + δ ideology + γ1 year std + γ2 year sq std
+ βage[i] + βedu[i] + βsex race[i] + βstate[i] + βyear[i]

lmer syntax:
cbind(favor, oppose) ˜
ideology +
year_std + year_sq_std +
(1 | age) +
(1 | edu) +
(1 | sex_race) +
(1 | state)
(1 | year)
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5.10 {T, D, Ts }
Statistical model:

nfavor
∼ BinomialLogit(Ni , αi )
i
αi = µ + δ ideology + γ1,state[i] year std + γ2,state[i] year sq std
+ βage[i] + βedu[i] + βsex race[i] + βstate[i] + βyear[i]

lmer syntax:
cbind(favor, oppose) ˜
year_std + year_sq_std +
(1 + year_std + year_sq_std | state) +
(1 | age) +
(1 | edu) +
(1 | sex_race) +
(1 | year)
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5.11 {T, D, S, Dt }
Statistical model:

nfavor
∼ BinomialLogit(Ni , αi )
i
αi = µ + δ ideology + γ1 year std + γ2 year sq std
+ βage[i] + βedu[i] + βsex race[i] + βstate[i] + βyear[i]
+ βage[i],year[i] + βedu[i],year[i] + βsex race[i],year[i] + βstate[i],year[i]

lmer syntax:
cbind(favor, oppose) ˜
ideology +
year_std + year_sq_std +
(1 | age) +
(1 | edu) +
(1 | sex_race) +
(1 | state) +
(1 | year) +
(1 | age:year) +
(1 | edu:year) +
(1 | sex_race:year) +
(1 | state:year)
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5.12 {T, D, S, St }
Statistical model:

nfavor
∼ BinomialLogit(Ni , αi )
i
αi = µ + δyear[i] ideology + γ1 year std + γ2 year sq std
+ βage[i] + βedu[i] + βsex race[i] + βstate[i] + βyear[i]

lmer syntax:
cbind(favor, oppose) ˜
ideology +
(1 + ideology | year) +
year_std + year_sq_std +
(1 | age) +
(1 | edu) +
(1 | sex_race) +
(1 | state)

Ridiculously Long Bonus Appendix (xii)

5.13 {T, D, S, Ts }
Statistical model:

nfavor
∼ BinomialLogit(Ni , αi )
i
αi = µ + δ ideology + γ1,year[i] year std + γ2,year[i] year sq std
+ βage[i] + βedu[i] + βsex race[i] + βstate[i] + βyear[i]

lmer syntax:
cbind(favor, oppose) ˜
ideology +
year_std + year_sq_std +
(1 + year_std + year_sq_std | state) +
(1 | age) +
(1 | edu) +
(1 | sex_race) +
(1 | year)

Ridiculously Long Bonus Appendix (xiii)

5.14 {T, D, Ts , Dt }
Statistical model:

nfavor
∼ BinomialLogit(Ni , αi )
i
αi = µ + γ1,year[i] year std + γ2,year[i] year sq std
+ βage[i] + βedu[i] + βsex race[i] + βstate[i] + βyear[i]
+ βage[i],year[i] + βedu[i],year[i] + βsex race[i],year[i] + βstate[i],year[i]

lmer syntax:
cbind(favor, oppose) ˜
year_std + year_sq_std +
(1 + year_std + year_sq_std | state) +
(1 | age) +
(1 | edu) +
(1 | sex_race) +
(1 | year)
(1 | age:year) +
(1 | edu:year) +
(1 | sex_race:year) +
(1 | state:year)

Ridiculously Long Bonus Appendix (xiv)

5.15 {T, D, S, St , Dt }
Statistical model:

nfavor
∼ BinomialLogit(Ni , αi )
i
αi = µ + δyear[i] ideology + γ1 year std + γ2 year sq std
+ βage[i] + βedu[i] + βsex race[i] + βstate[i] + βyear[i]
+ βage[i],year[i] + βedu[i],year[i] + βsex race[i],year[i] + βstate[i],year[i]

lmer syntax:
cbind(favor, oppose) ˜
ideology +
(1 + ideology | year) +
year_std + year_sq_std +
(1 | age) +
(1 | edu) +
(1 | sex_race) +
(1 | state)
(1 | age:year) +
(1 | edu:year) +
(1 | sex_race:year) +
(1 | state:year)

Ridiculously Long Bonus Appendix (xv)

5.16 {T, D, S, St , Ts }
Statistical model:

nfavor
∼ BinomialLogit(Ni , αi )
i
αi = µ + δyear[i] ideology + γ1,year[i] year std + γ2,year[i] year sq std
+ βage[i] + βedu[i] + βsex race[i] + βstate[i] + βyear[i]

lmer syntax:
cbind(favor, oppose) ˜
ideology +
(1 + ideology | year) +
year_std + year_sq_std +
(1 + year_std + year_sq_std | state) +
(1 | age) +
(1 | edu) +
(1 | sex_race)

Ridiculously Long Bonus Appendix (xvi)

5.17 {T, D, S, Ts , Dt }
Statistical model:

nfavor
∼ BinomialLogit(Ni , αi )
i
αi = µ + δ ideology + γ1,year[i] year std + γ2,year[i] year sq std
+ βage[i] + βedu[i] + βsex race[i] + βstate[i] + βyear[i]
+ βage[i],year[i] + βedu[i],year[i] + βsex race[i],year[i] + βstate[i],year[i]

lmer syntax:
cbind(favor, oppose) ˜
ideology +
year_std + year_sq_std +
(1 + year_std + year_sq_std | state) +
(1 | age) +
(1 | edu) +
(1 | sex_race) +
(1 | year)
(1 | age:year) +
(1 | edu:year) +
(1 | sex_race:year) +
(1 | state:year)

Ridiculously Long Bonus Appendix (xvii)

5.18 {T, D, S, St , Ts , Dt }
Statistical model:

nfavor
∼ BinomialLogit(Ni , αi )
i
αi = µ + δyear[i] ideology + γ1,year[i] year std + γ2,year[i] year sq std
+ βage[i] + βedu[i] + βsex race[i] + βstate[i] + βyear[i]
+ βage[i],year[i] + βedu[i],year[i] + βsex race[i],year[i] + βstate[i],year[i]

lmer syntax:
cbind(favor, oppose) ˜
ideology +
(1 + ideology | year) +
year_std + year_sq_std +
(1 + year_std + year_sq_std | state) +
(1 | age) +
(1 | edu) +
(1 | sex_race) +
(1 | age:year) +
(1 | edu:year) +
(1 | sex_race:year) +
(1 | state:year)

Ridiculously Long Bonus Appendix (xviii)

6

MRP Model Estimated in Paper

Model 0 (MRP-t)
Statistical model:

nfavor
∼ BinomialLogit(Ni , αi )
i
αi = µ + δ ideology + βage[i] + βedu[i] + βsex race[i] + βstate[i]

lmer syntax:
cbind(favor, oppose) ˜
ideology +
(1 | age) +
(1 | edu) +
(1 | sex_race) +
(1 | state)
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